The mission of the DoD Hotline is to provide a confidential, reliable means for service members, DoD civilians, contractors, and the public, to report violations of law, rule or regulation, threats and danger to the public health and safety, detection and prevention of substantial or specific waste, mismanagement, misuse of government resources, fraud, waste and abuse, to the Department of Defense; as well as the Department of Justice.

For more information, visit us at www.dodig.mil. Below are highlights of DoD IG oversight.
Subcontractor employees are now covered. Subcontractor Whistleblowers

Defense Contractor and

• Initiating or participating in any DoD contract or grant.

For contracts awarded before July 1, applies only if the employer would have taken the same action even without the protected disclosure.

Actions taken by the employer at the request of a contractor or subcontractor with responsibility to investigate, correct, or review

If evidence shows the contractor employee's protected disclosure was a contributing factor in the personnel action, then clear and convincing evidence must show that the employer would have taken the same action even without the protected disclosure.

Employees must be notified of a whistleblower's rights, in writing, in the predominant native language of the workforce.

Effective Dates

“On July 1, 2013,” applies to all contracts awarded on or after July 1, and all bids tendered on or after July 1. For contracts awarded before July 1, applies only if modified to include a new contract clause.


A company is required to make a payment as an alternative action for violating 10 U.S.C. 2409. A new contract clause prohibits charging the costs to the government:

In accordance with the Whistleblower Protection Enforcement Act of 2012, the DoD IG Inspector General designated a Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman for the Department of Defense. On Aug. 1, 2013, the DoD IG Ombudsman was sworn in to serve as the DoD Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman.

In accordance with the Whistleblower Protection Enhancement Act of 2012, the DoD IG Ombudsman is designated a Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman for the Department of Defense. On Aug. 1, 2013, the DoD IG Ombudsman was sworn in to serve as the DoD Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman.

No coverage for whistleblowing on an activity of an IC element.

The DoD Hotline received a confidential complaint alleging Elmendorf AFB, Alaska, was planning to use Recovery Act funds to make a wind turbine project that was not to be domestic parts. An investigation was conducted by the Army Criminal Investigation Command, which recommended the director of VFC conduct an external review of the use of nonconforming parts in the project. The VFC manager also made efforts to thwart the investigation and obstruct justice.

The manager pleaded guilty to six counts of obstruction in violation of 18 U.S.C. 1512 and was sentenced to five months of incarceration, two years of supervised release, $22,871 in restitution, and a $2,000 fine, for a special assessment of 120 days and disbarment from government contracting for 12 months.

Policies and procedures needed to be developed and implemented that are specific to being a contractor or subcontractor.

To the select Committee on Oversight and Governmental Reform.
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Contact the DoD Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman at: dhsc.hq.mil, or dhsc.hq.mil/whistleblower.